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The Yanomami or Yanomaman
Family

Yanomama or Yanomam language
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The reverential (REV) and the affective 
diminutive (AFF.DIM) markers
• non-obligatory 

• used to address 2nd person 

• used to refer to 3rd person

• social deictic

(1) a. Ararima, hei wa= thë=rĩ=wa=ri!
Ararima this 2SG=CLN.GNR=REV=eat=PRF
‘Ararima, eat this!’ (+reverential)

b. Ararima, hei wa= thë=i=wa=ri!
Ararimat his 2SG=CLN.GNR=AFF.DIM=eat=PRF
‘Ararima, eat this!’ (+aff.diminutive)

(2) a. Ararima a=rĩ= a =a     hiki=rayo=ma.
Ararima 3SG=REV=go=PRF already=PRF=PST
‘Ararima has already left’. (+reverential)

b. Ararima a=i= a=a hiki=rayo=ma.
Ararima 3SG=AFF.DIM=go=PRF already=PRF=PST
‘Ararima has already left’. (+aff.diminutive) 3



Social deictic markers

male ego

father
mother

older sister

younger sister

older brother

younger brother

son
daugther

father-in-law mother-in-law

brother-in-law
wife

son-in-law
daugther-in-law

REV required -
to address or refer to

DIM possible - to address
or refer to

REV possible - to refer to

REV possible -
to address or refer to

pets
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• They come out a lot in spontaneous texts.

• In the Yanomami traditional society there is no such thing as “friends” or “acquaintances”

• Every human-being (i.e., a Yanomami person) is either a blood or a kin relative, according to 
previously established relationships with the relatives of that person.

• When a new friendly person arrives in the community, and there was no known relation 
between him (or his relatives) and the people of that community, the first person who talks 
to him will immediately evaluate the age difference between them and their marital status
and choose the adequate kinship relation with that friendly foreigner. 

• This first relation will determine in a cascade effect the kinship relations with all other 
members of that community. 

Social categorizers are not obligatory BUT...
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1) The Pear film (Chafe, 1980); 

2) The chicken film (Givón, 1990); 

3) The red jacket on the tree (Kita, 1995); 

4) The stolen ball story (Kita, 1995);

5) Three cartoon series of the German television Die Sendung mit der Maus and edited by Kita, 
1995):

5a) The mouse and the apple tree

5b) The mouse and the banana skin

5c)  The mouse and the thorny fruit

Social categorizers in retelling experiments
Social categorizers occurred in 62 out of 122 (51%) narratives collected in retelling experiments 
with 25 different speakers using the following video-stimuli:
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Three strategies to indicate the grammatical relations of the arguments in a clause: 

1) word order: SV and AOV, some mobility for A (OVA possible) but strict OV and SV order. 

2) nominal case system: ergative marked and absolutive is Ø)

3) person indexes on the verb:  S always indexed. A and O always indexed, but 3SG A = Ø

• number morphemes: singular, dual and plural

• noun classifiers: mainly found with inanimate entities and can not refer to 
humans. There is no grammatical gender in the language and most of its nouns 
are not classified (i.e. they only receive number morphemes). 

Argument marking in YMA
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Argument marking in YMA
A O V

(3) a. Warãpata =a=nɨ kahe upë=koa=ɨ.

old person=SG= ERG coffee CLN:liquid=drink=DYN

‘The elder is drinking coffee’.
A O V

b. Thuë=kɨpë=nɨ uhuru a=yaru=pɨ=ɨ.

woman=DU=ERG child 3SG=wash=3DU=DYN

‘The two woman are washing the child.’
A O V

c. Thuë=a=nɨ hiima a=yaru=u.

woman=SG=ERG dog 3SG=wash=DYN

‘The woman is washing the dog.’
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YMA is a strongly pro-drop language

Explicit subject NP 334 37%
No explicit subject NP 569 63%

TOTAL 903

Both agent and object NPs 71 6%

Either agent or object NPs 419 35%

Neither agent or object NPs 707 59%

TOTAL 1197

Full NPs in Transitive Clauses

Full NPs in Intransitive Clauses
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Argument marking in a pro-drop language
V

(4) a. upë=koa=ɨ.

CLN:liquid=drink=DYN

‘[He/she/it] is drinking it (a liquid)’.
V

b. a=yaru=pɨ=ɨ.

3SG=wash=3DU=DYN

‘They two are washing him/her/it.’

V

c. a=yaru=u.

3SG=wash=DYN

‘[He/she/it] is washing him/her/it.’
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How a pro-drop language with a relatively poor system of person indexation on the verb can 
survive “discursively”? 

How the Yanomama speakers keep track of “who is doing what to whom” in sustained 
discourse having to rely only in such reduced system of person indexes?

Well, the speakers don’t have to rely ONLY in verbal indexes; they still have:

• Lexico-semantics of the verb and eventual NP: there are still a lot of NPs in texts (inside or 
outside the verb), some with crucial role in structuring information, such as ‘other’, ‘that’...

• Syntactic pivot (subject/agent continuity) / Switch reference marker (DIF.PART)

• Pragmatic context

• Social categorizers: reverential and affective diminutive

Structuring information in a pro-drop language
with ‘poor’ verbal indextation system
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Abbreviations
1 first person
2 second person
3 third person
ANA anaphoric pronoun
APPL applicative
CAT cataphoric pronoun
CAUS causative
CLN nominal classifier
CLN.GNR general classifier
COP copula
CSVT conservative
DIF.PART different participant
AFF.DIM affective diminutive
AND andative directional

VEN venitive directional
DISTR distributive
DRV derivational morpheme
DU dual
DUR durative
DYN dynamic
ERG ergative case
REV reverential
IMPFV imperfective
INDEF indefinite pronoun
INS instrumental case
INTRZ intransitivizer
LOC locational
NMLZ nominalizer

OBL oblique case
PFV perfective
PL plural
POST positional
PST past
PTC.INT interrogative particle
RECP reciprocal
REL.PRS relative present
REL.PST relative past
SG singular
STV stative
TRZ transitivizer
V.PTC verbal particle
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